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Trustee Act 2000

Have regard for

• Suitability

• Diversification

• Even Handedness

And

• Consider appropriate advice

• Review periodically

= Good Stewardship
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Suitability and Risk

What matters?
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Mission

Asset 
Allocation

Investment
Role

Investment
Returns

Investment
Objective

The Virtuous Circle
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Risk priorities for different elements of your funds

What are you holding the assets for?

• Working capital
– fluctuation in value
– absolute loss
– liquidity

• Development project
– fluctuation in value

• Resource generation (investment returns)
– return risk

– inflation risk

Use the right tool for the job
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Asset Classes

What might you invest in?

What might you expect – good and bad?
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Major Asset Classes

• Cash

• Bonds

• Equities
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Cash

• Capital ‘guaranteed’ …

• Available at short notice

• Interest rates vary over time and will reflect convenience/ 
accessibility and the risk that is taken
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Cash

Bank deposits High convenience, lower rate, single 
counterparty

Term deposits Known rate, tied in, single counterparty

Deposit 
Funds/Money 
Market Funds

Many different strategies and levels of risk.  
Need for Trustee diligence – they can have 
capital risks built in
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Bonds

• A loan made to the bond issuer for a known period of time and 
at a fixed rate of interest

• At ‘maturity’ the bond is ‘redeemed’ at which point the principal 
is repaid.  This is usually at ‘par’ - £100 per £100 nominal of 
stock

• Bonds can be traded

• Prices move daily– and can stay above par for extended 
periods
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Why buy bonds ?

• Higher income / More income certainty

• Lower volatility

• Can match liabilities – ‘immunising’

• Diversification

• But 
- No protection against inflation
- Prices can rise and fall
- Credit risk for corporate bonds
- Long term returns lag those from equities
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Equities

What is an equity?    A share in a company.

• A company is owned by shareholders

• Shareholders have voting rights
• They are entitled to dividends
• Many equities are listed on a stock market

• Shareholders stand at the end of the queue if the company 

faces liquidation.
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What moves equities?

Equity markets are moved by:
• Economic trends
• Events – war, disaster

• Supply and demand

Individual companies are moved by:
• Business prospects
• Sector trends

• Profits v expectations
• Quality of management
• Events – takeovers, rights issues
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Why hold equities?

• Long term returns – no ceiling, no time limit

• Rising income

But

• Short and medium term volatility

• Individual company risks – diversify!
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Diversification

The only free lunch
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Diversification – the prudent approach

• Investors seek returns
• By choosing assets e.g. 

– Equities

– Bonds

• And specific investments e.g.
– Individual company shares and bonds

• These choices bring risks – but these risks can be reduced by 
building diversified portfolios
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Diversification – thinking about individual investments

Risks at the asset level can only be reduced by increasing the number of 
companies you own.

-but they must be selected carefully – not all combinations reduce risk;

Source: The above charts are based on hypothetical data
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Pooled investment a sensible choice

• Consistent professional management across all assets

• Control of risk

– Diversification

– Risk modelling

• Lower costs

– Commissions

– External fund costs

– Benefits of scale

The CBF Church of England Funds
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About CCLA

• CCLA is a leading manager of charity assets in the UK

• We offer segregated and pooled management to our clients

• We allocate all our resources to the needs of the sector

• We are owned by our clients
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CBF Investment Fund – Investment objective

• Over the course of a business cycle to achieve an average 
total return each year of inflation plus 5%.

• Within this to maintain the true value of income after inflation.

• To limit volatility to 75% or less of that of the UK equity 
market.
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CBF Investment Fund
Asset allocation 30.06.2013

• A suitable ‘all-in-one’ long-term fund 
for most charities

• Designed to help meet growth and 
income requirements

• Highly diversified and well balanced 

spread of investments

• Focus on delivering attractive, 

growing income

• Steady income, current yield 

4.04%*

• Fund size £884m (30.06.2013)

Source CCLA

*Based upon mid-market price and annual dividend of 48.51p
All data as at 30.06.2013

Overseas
equities

%

Europe 12.8

North America 13.5

Latin America 0.8

Japan 4.2

Pac ex Japan 7.6

Other 2.4

41.3
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Ethical & Responsible Investment

We work closely with the Ethical Investment Advisory Group:

Core
Policy

Reviews

Collaborative
Voting Initiative

UK Stewardship Code  
& UN Principles for 

Responsible Investment

Alcohol, Arms, High Interest Rate Lending 

and Pornography since 2009

With the wider Church Investors Group

Encouraging Ethical Business

Protecting Longer-term Value

EIAG Engagement
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Ethical & Responsible Investment 

For further information see:
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CBF Investment Fund

Total return performance: 12 months to end June Annual dividend history as at 30 November

P
e
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r 

s
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a
re

Comparator – Composite: From 01.01.12 UK Equities 45%, O’seas Equities 30%, (50% Hedged),
Property 5%, Bonds 15% & Cash/Other 5% & to 31.12.11 UK Equities 60%, O’seas Equities 20%,
Property 10% & Bonds 10%.

Source CCLA 

Source: CCLA. Performance shown before management fees and expenses: net returns will differ
after the deduction of fees and charges. Please note that past performance is no guarantee of future
returns. Investments in long term funds can go up and down in value and you may not get back the

amount originally invested.
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CBF Church of England Deposit Fund

• AAA/V1 money market rating by Fitch Ratings 

• Focus on safety remains priority

• Attractive rate regardless of the amount invested

• No minimum balance

• Interest paid gross, quarterly

• Fund size £653m (30.06.2013)

• Deposit Rate as at 23 July 2013 0.50% A.E.R*

* A.E.R. = annual equivalent rate, which illustrates what the annual interest rate would be if the quarterly interest rates were

compounded.
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Trustee Act 2000

• Suitability – What does our money do for our Church

• Diversification - You can’t trust the long-range forecast

• Even-Handedness- Don’t sell the Church’s future

= Good Stewardship
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Regulatory information and risk warning
We do not represent that this information, including any third party information, is accurate or complete and it 

should not be relied upon as such. Opinions expressed herein are subject to change without notice.

The services described are provided by CCLA Investment Management Limited (CCLA), a firm authorised and 

regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.  This document is issued for information purposes only and is not a 

solicitation to buy or sell any investment.  Nothing in the document should be deemed to constitute the provision of 
financial, investment or other professional advice.  

Past performance is not an indication of future performance. Values of investments, and any income derived from

them, may fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount you invested. Exchange rate changes may
have an adverse effect on the value, price or income of investments. The levels and bases of, and relief from,

taxation may change. You should obtain tax advice where appropriate before proceeding with any investment.

Investments in higher yielding bonds issued by borrowers with lower credit ratings may result in a greater risk of

default and have a negative impact on income and capital value. Income payments may constitute a return of
capital in whole or in part. Income may be achieved by foregoing future capital growth. There may be additional

risks associated with investment in emerging and developing markets.

Where reference is made to Funds CCLA is the appointed Manager and these may be Unregulated Collective

Investment Schemes. The Funds may deal infrequently and may limit redemption. Share values may reflect

fluctuations in property and share prices. Fund charges may be applied to capital which may result in capital

erosion.

Any forward-looking statements are based upon our current opinions, expectations and projections. We undertake

no obligation to update or revise these. Actual results could differ materially from those anticipated.
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Appendices
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CBF Investment Fund – Long term returns

Fund (%) Inflation (%) Difference (%)

Since launch 10.90 5.64 5.26

50 years p.a. 10.68 5.98 4.70

40 years p.a. 10.55 6.17 4.38

30 years p.a. 10.13 3.70 6.43

20 years p.a. 7.62 2.86 4.75

10 years p.a. 7.14 3.26 3.88

Source: CCLA as at 30.11.12
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The CBF Church of England funds – fees and costs

• The cost of running your portfolio of CBF funds depends only on which funds you 
hold. We do not make an additional charge for asset allocation advice, or an overall 
portfolio charge

• See the table on the next page to show the costs associated with each fund

• The main ongoing cost for each fund is the annual management charge payable to 
CCLA

• Each fund also bears smaller costs such as irrecoverable VAT, governance, 

transaction costs, and fees paid to any third party managers. The total expense ratio
consists of the annual management charge plus these operational costs 

• The bid-offer spread, under which you pay slightly more to buy a unit than you 
receive when you sell one, reflects the actual cost to the fund of buying and selling 

units. CCLA does not take any revenue from  these transactions
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The CBF Church of England Funds – fees and costs 
(cont.)

Annual charge 
by CCLA

Total expense 
ratio (latest*)

Sale/purchase

spread from mid 
price

CBF Investment Fund 0.55% 0.64% 0.75%

CBF UK Equity Fund 0.50% 0.73% 0.55%

CBF Fixed Interest Fund 0.22% 0.31% 0.20%

CBF Property Fund 0.65% 0.71% 1.75%

CBF Global Equity Income Fund 0.75% 1.05% 0.55%

CBF Deposit Fund 0.20% n/a -

Source: CCLA

* Historical TER for 12 month s ended 31 December 2012   
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Value today of £100 invested at the end of 1899

Gross income reinvested

equities £1,837,824

gilts £32,961

cash £20,294

Source: Barclays Capital Equity Gilt Study 2013
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Relative performance of equities since 1899

Over 3 years Over 5 years Over 10 years

Outperform cash 77 81 94

Underperform cash 34 28 10

Probability of equity 
outperformance

69% 74% 90%

Source: Barclays Capital Equity Gilt Study 2013

Over 3 years Over 5 years Over 10 years

Outperform gilts 82 80 82

Underperform gilts 29 29 22

Probability of equity 
outperformance

74% 73% 79%
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Market expectations for base rate over the next 5 years
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Source: Bloomberg / CCLA as at 08.07.2013
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Bank interest rates versus inflation
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UK 10 year bond yield (%)

Source: Factset
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12 month forward dividend yield and 10 year gilt yield (%)

Source: Factset
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Market review – 5 year returns to 31 July 2013

Sources: Bloomberg, IPD: FTSE All-Share Total Return Index, FTSE All-World Total Return Index, FTSE UK Govt All-Stocks Total Return Index, IPD Monthly 

Total Return Index*, 7 Day LIBID, Retail Price Index* (*lagged a month to give a contemporaneous picture).
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31/07/2008 31/07/2009 31/07/2010 31/07/2011 31/07/2012 31/07/2013

UK Equities +53.13% Global Equities +62.74% UK Government Bonds +38.36%

Cash +3.94% Inflation +15.18% UK Commercial Property +9.74%


